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Abstract. The St. Petersburg game is a well-known example of a random

variable which has infinite expectation. Csörgö and Dodunekova have recently

shown that the accumulated winnings do not have a limiting distribution, but

that if measurements are taken at a subsequence bn , then a limiting distribution

exists exactly when the fractional parts of log2 bn approach a limit. In this

paper the characteristic functions of these distributions are computed explicitly

and found to be continuous, self-similar, nowhere differentiable functions.

A single trial in the St. Petersburg game consists in tossing a fair coin until

it falls heads and then the player receives 2k dollars if this happens at the kth

throw. The expected value comes out to be

1     2 2k
_ + _ + ... + _ + ... = 00,

so the St. Petersburg game gives an example of a random variable which has

infinite expectation. However, the probability that this game last long enough to

get large paybacks is quite low and the law of large numbers still holds. In fact,

Feller showed [3, p. 237] that if one only allows a finite number « of trials,
then for any fixed e > 0

Pr^
Sn

« log2 «
- 1 >e>—i-O      as « —► oo

where S„ denotes the accumulated winnings in n trials of the St. Petersburg

game and log2 « = j^f . In this sense the game can be given a "fair" entrance

fee of « log2 « dollars .
It follows from Feller's result that a way of generating a fair entrance fee

independent of the number of trials is to find a sequence ax, a2, ... satisfying

ai+--- + an _^ .

n log2 n
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Now it was shown by Khinchin [7] that the sequence of continued fraction co-

efficients ax(z), ... , a„(z) of real numbers 0 < z < 1 has the similar property

{"

ax(z) + ■ ■ ■ + an(z)_ _

n log2 n
>e>->0      as «-»oo

where X is Lebesgue measure. This means that, with high probability, a fair

entry fee for the St. Petersburg game can be chosen by picking a random number

x and letting the entry fee at the «th trial be an(x). For example, if one believes

that n is a "pseudo-random" number, then its continued fraction digits could

be used (the first 17 million digits have been computed by R.W. Gosper and

they do seem to behave like those of a random real number).

It is interesting to see how well continued fraction coefficients model the

behavior of the St. Petersburg game, so one compares the error distribution

from the main term. The partial sums of continued fraction coefficients have

a limiting error distribution (see [5] and [9]) given by the distribution function

G(x) with characteristic function

g(t) = /    el,xdG(x) = exp ( -z71og|r|
n t

2 log 2

In other words, one has that

1   in i       fll(Z) + ••' +an(z)       , 1        ~,   ,
X < 0 < z < 1 : -^-^--1-J- - log2 « < x > - G (x) 0 ,     as « —► oo.

Note that G(x) = Gi,i(x, 7r/21og2), where Gaj(x, y) is the stable distribu-
tion with characteristic function

/oo eiudGa,ß(x,y)
-oo

whose logarithm is

log&,,/j(f, y) = ~y\t\a(l + ißsgntco(t,a)) ,

where 0 < a < 2, \ß\ < I , y > 0, and co(t, a) = | log |/| for a = 1 (otherwise

tan(a7t/2)); see [6].
The next step is to see whether the Sn/n- log2 « have a limiting distribution

and whether it is the same as for continued fraction digits. This is answered by

Theorem 1. Let Fn(x) be the distribution of

Sn     ,

If b„ is any sequence of integers such that lim„^ooè„ = oc, then Fbn(x) ap-

proaches a limit distribution if and only if limn_oc{log2i7„} exists, where {x}

is the fractional part of x . In this case let b = lim {log2bn}. Then Fbn(x) has
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a limit F(x, b) with characteristic function g(t, b), where

logg(t, b) = -itlog2 \t\ - 2^-2

it      v^   „ /   .     2nikY*   rf-1 + 27tlk\ c-si*n(t)n*k/loK2 c-2mk(lw,\t\-b) ̂
log 2

k=—oo
k¿0

Remarks. Stirling's asymptotic formula for Y(z), see (2) below, shows that the

kth term of the above series is 0(k~*l2), so the series converges absolutely.

The fact that Fbn(x) has a limit if and only if {log2bn} converges was shown

in [1] using methods of probability theory. A preliminary result was also proved

in [8].
Theorem 1 shows that when the limit exists, the first two terms of the limiting

distribution are the same as the limiting distribution of continued fraction digits.

The function multiplying t in the last summand is a continuous, nowhere

differentiable function which is periodic in log21 and so "self-similar" in t. It

is reminiscent of a function of Delange [2] and the proof below is similar to a

proof of Delange's result given in [4].

Proof of Theorem 1

To study the distribution of the error in the St. Petersburg game one analyzes

the characteristic function of the distribution after n steps. This is given by

g„(t) = expectation {exp [it (S„/n - log2 «)]}

= e-i,io%2n        V-        exp[it(2k>+--- + 2k")/n]

¿^ 2k<+-+k"
l<k¡ ,... ,k„«x>

I °°   -,1(2*7« \"

There is a limiting distribution if and only if lim„_00 g„(t) exists for each /

and is continuous at t = 0. In the case at hand, one takes logarithms which

reduces the problem to evaluating

itlkln

Jim «log   E^F-    -''log2«
\k=\

One must therefore understand the asymptotic behavior of

00   eix2k

^*) = E:2*
k=\

as x —* 0 and this is given by
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Proposition 1. p(x) has the asymptotic series

7t\x\
p(x) = 1 - z'xlog2 |x| -

2 log 2

OO /
ix     v>  ^ /   .     2niky    T f-1 + 2%lk\ e-útfl(x)n1kl\0%2e-2niklog2\x\

log 2
k=—oo

fc^O

+ E(2i-Í"f1)n!+Q^+')'        asx^°-
n=2

Proof of Proposition 1. The proof uses the Mellin transform

/•OO

f*(s)= /    f(x)xs~xdx.
Jo

For example,
/•OO

n» = /   e^x^-'i/x.
./O

The inversion formula is

C+iOO

f(x) = J-    [ f*(s)x~sds,        c>0,x>0.
2ni   J

c—ioo

This gives the formal identity

C+ÍOO

^ = ¿   /  T(s)(-i)-sx-sds,

c—ÍOO

where the integral fails to converge. Instead, one uses

Proposition 2.

-3/4+100

(1) e'*-i = -L      f    Y(s)eins'2x-Sds.
2ni      J

-3/4-ioo

Proof of Proposition 2. The first thing to note is that the integral converges

absolutely due to Stirling's formula

logro?) = (s - 5 J logs -s + ^log2n + 0(\s\~x) ,

for -n + ô < arg 5 < n - ô , implying that

(2) r(s) = 0(\t\a°-x/2e-n^2) ,        ox<o<oo,   (T0, ax fixed,

with the usual convention that s = a + it.   The identity (1) is checked by

moving the line of integration to the left and picking up residues. What this
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means is that the integral

I(T,N) = ^-.  [ Y(s)eins'2x-Sds
2ni Jc(t,n)

is considered, where C(T, N) is the counterclockwise rectangular path of in-

tegration consisting of the four line segments

C, = {-! + /?, -T<t<T} ,        C2 = {o + iT , -N-\<o<-\} ,

C3 = {-N-¡ + it, -T<t<T} ,        C4 = {<7-/7\ -N-¡<o<-¡} .

By the above remark, the integral on Cx converges absolutely to the right-hand

side of (1).
To bound the remaining three integrals,   recall the recursion formula

Y(s + 1) =sY(s) which gives

\Y(s-k)\<^^,        for-l-|<«r<-|,   s¿-l.

Thus, the integral along C2 is bounded using

JV_    r- ¿t-3/4

fc=l"       r'~3/4

7V^ 2k    pl-3/4

fc=l-3/4

= o( 1 ),        as r -> oo, independent of TV,

N      r-k-3/4

IC2 = E / Ha + iTW'C+WW+W do
fc=l -/-fc+1-3/4

^   ">k    r-1-3/4

^ E 77 / lr(* + IT) e^W2 x-<CT+,T) |Jcr
f-f re! y_3/4

since the bound of (2) shows that the integral goes to zero as T -» oc .

The exact same argument applies to show that /q —► 0 as J1 -► oo, and a

similar argument applies to the integral on C3 showing that it is 0(2N/N\),

independent of T.
Combining these estimates shows that lim7-^^001(T, N) converges to the

right-hand side of ( 1 ). On the other hand, Cauchy's formula can be used to eval-
uate the contour integral I(T, N). Since Y(s) has poles at « = -1,-2,...,

with residues (-1)"/«!, this gives

«=1 ■ n=l

which converges to the left side of ( 1 ) as N —> 00 .   G

Continuing the proof of Proposition 1, note that the integral formula (1)
gives

-3/4+100
,x — 1        1 f
- = ^-.       /     Y(s)eins'2a-S~xx-Sds
a 2ni      J

-3/4-/00
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and summing over a = 2k , k = 1, 2, ... , gives

-3/4+z'oo

, .     ,       1 f     Y(s)e,ns'1x-S ,
P{x) = l + 2nl     J i«-I     dS

-3/4—/'oo

Exactly as in the proof of (1), this integral can be moved over to the left of

Re(s) = -1 and the difference will be given by the residues of the integrand at

its poles, i.e., at

5 = _1,        s = -i + plK,    k = ±l,±2,...,
log 2

and

s = -n,        « = 2,3,....

At s = -1 one has

T(s) = ^ + 0(l),

einsß = e-ni/2  A + ixQ+V + 0{{¡¡ + 1)2)\   >

X"Í=X(1 -(i+l)log2X + 0((s + l)2)) ,

1 1

2^-1     log2(s+l) + 0((s+l)2)'

so the residue is
nx

-lxl0è2X-2teg-2'

The residues at -I + 2nik/log2 are

ixY(-l +2nik/log2)     n2k/]OR2    2nik]0^x

log2

The residues at -« , « = 2, 3, ... , are

(-1)" (-/)"*"

«!   21-"- r

This gives the asymptotic formula

p(x) = l-/xlog2x-2lo72

n] _JfL.     V    TÍ    1    I   lnlk\r-^k 1109.2    -2nikl0K,x

1 ' log2    L      \     +log2r
*:= —oo

k^O

N

+ E(2,-»-1)„! + ö(*
n=2 v '

n v«
V+l-

for x > 0.
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If x < 0, then one has a corresponding integral formula

-3/4+ioo

eix-l = ^-.      Í    r(s)e~ins'2(-x)-sds,

-3/4-zoo

which combined with (3) proves Proposition 1. D

Proof of Theorem 1. Substituting the asymptotic formula for p(x)  into the

formula for gn(t) and using the fact that

log(l+x) = x + 0(x2)

for small x, gives

g„(t) = nlogp(t/n) - itlogn

n\t\
= -ttlog2\t\ -        '

z        2 log 2

it      v^   t- (   ,     2niky    T f-1 + 2nÍk\ e-^&x(t)7i2k/\oê2e-2nik(loè2\t\-loê2n) + 0(i;
log 2

K= — OO

where the o( 1 ) term depends on /. It follows from the fact that equal functions

have the same Fourier coefficients that gb„(t) approaches a limit as « -*• oo if

and only if e2n'Xo%2 bn approaches a limit, i.e., exactly when {log2bn} converges.

In this case let b = lim{log2 bn} ; then for any fixed /

lim^(0 = -//log2|/|-^2

it     v^  ^ /   .     2niky    rf-1 + 2nik\ e-sign(t)n2k/\oè2 e-27tik(loè2t-b) ̂
log2

A:=-oo

completing the proof of Theorem 1.   □
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